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You began as the lowest of the low in a galaxy at war, and your goal is to reach the top of the pilots
hierarchy, completing missions, looting, crafting, and upgrading your equipment. A hostile life form

wants to take over the entire galaxy, your role will be to destroy them. You are in command of a
steel battlecruiser, with state of the art weapons and enormous starship capacities, built to take on

the mission. Key Features: Explore the universe Fight aliens and defend your race Upgrade your ship
Loot items, cash, and materials Discover procedurally generated universe where everything is

randomly generated (ships, enemies, asteroids, items, etc.) Play as you like - trade, fight or explore.
After achieving success in destroying their enemies, the massive Void Gamers bring back parts of

their destroyed enemies (Infested) to clone new forces and strengthen their fleet. As you make your
way through vast armies of Asura, try to deal a fatal blow to their most powerful being: Nox, who has
himself cloned over a million units. While the Asura and the Invader God the Void, each Void Gamers

unit has its own set of weapons and abilities. Game Features: Fight against legions of Asura, Void
Gamers and other enemies during your journey Battle the epic Nox, the most powerful enemy ever
created Trade resources for weapons, abilities and power-ups Upgrade your technology to gain new
levels Meet more enemy bosses along your journey Infest your enemy and show them that you are

the true Void Gamers! Unlock various areas and achievements Game Play Defeat hordes of enemies
in an endless, epic battle with the Void Gamers. You will have your own army to battle with as you
roam the galaxy fighting epic enemy bosses, loot ancient artifacts and upgrade your technology.
Infested: In this puzzle game, you must clear a tower of infested chambers by solving puzzles and
avoiding the swarms of tiny, mutated creatures. Once you defeat a swarm, it is removed and the

puzzle must be started from the beginning. Each chamber contains a different puzzle that is linked to
the one before it. Strider: Once again you're on a quest to save the world. This time you'll be hot on
the trail of the evil Nox, the most powerful Void enemy ever created. You'll have to travel across the

universe, face off against the Void Gamers

EARTHLOCK - Original Soundtrack Features Key:
Multiplayer System

Maze Defense - location based attacks on the airport
Air Traffic - counter defense against fighter jays or fighter jocks

Ability to attack runways from the air during gameplay
The ability to use the Oven as a defensive turret

Manual and automatic turret management
There are more features which we are working on
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Air Threat - Small Donation Game Description:

A mobile multi-player game - you can play against players all over the globe!

You'll pick your team and defend your base from multiple objectives - the way to win is to defend everything
inside your base!

The battle begins by attacking one of the bases of other players!

Earn money from city attacks and defeat of enemy bases!

You can offer a player safe place to land right in front of your base!

Whichever team wins gets cash!

If you like protection for cheap - try to get the cheapest contract-protection possible!

If you want to go on a quest, take advantage of the new development and go you land - you'll get lots of
bonuses for destroying enemy jets!

In military aviation - it's important to have the right equipment!

Look at our 3D models and you will hear that we have paid careful attention to details!

We are updating this game on a daily basis!

Don't skip what's important to you - log in often to see what's new!

You could win instantly a lot of money - you can trust us.
Almost all of our players left their gates get the best winnings. You just need to register on our website and
you will be on your way.

Air Threat - Small Donation - Game directly From Android Market
Free Download via Google Play
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